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Values associated with phylogenetic trees like the total tree area [4] or the
cophenetic index [5] can be represented through the height of the tree, and
the time to coalescent of a random pair of tips. In this way the given index,
for a random tree, can be studied by considering a pair of (dependent) one–
dimensional random variables. Control over their moments will immediately
provide information on the behaviour of these indices [1, 3, 6]. In order to
obtain these moments, for the pure birth tree, one has to consider rather
involved harmonic and quadratic harmonic sums. In the finite term case,
these sums often turn out to have closed form formulæ in terms of harmonic
numbers. However, surprisingly, symbolic algebra systems do not seem to be
able (at least out of the box) to find these final forms. In our talk we will
show how these sums arrive in the analysis of tree heights, in what situations
computer algebra systems fail, and how one can approach these sums [2].
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